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based on the analyses of swimming behavior in 45 mice during long term exercise training we found that swimming behavior varies
among mice which characteristics and adaptations indicate long term exercise induced cardiovascular adaptations swimming behavior
swimming behavior refers to the movement patterns exhibited by organisms such as fish larvae in water it includes various
behaviors such as slow swimming for searching food sustained swimming for cruising and burst swimming for escaping predators from
encyclopedia of ocean sciences second edition 2001 based on the analyses of swimming behavior in 45 mice during long term exercise
training we found that swimming behavior varies among mice which characteristics and adaptations indicate long term exercise
induced cardiovascular adaptations to understand how temperature may impact juvenile survival and gain insight into their success
as an invasive species we researched the effect of acute temperature changes on the routine swimming behaviour of juvenile guppies
to determine to what degree sex and size explain the underlying among individual variability in swimming behaviour of g pulex we
explored the single and interaction effects of sex and size on the different swimming behavioural endpoints 1 breathing properly
often overlooked among swimming skills is the ability to time your breaths with your strokes when learning to breathe while
swimming beginners tend to lift their heads above the water when they run out of air and gasp for more but breaking your rhythm
while swimming slows you down and tires you out one of the archival tagged sharks showed separate periods of distinct swimming
behaviour as it moved into different habitats and travelled between them the changes in swimming behaviour were abrupt and
suggested rapid switching of hunting strategies for different prey types in these habitats using the relatively simple locomotion
pattern of 10 days old zebrafish larvae we have here characterized the basic organizational principles governing the swimming
behavior the first is basic swimming behaviours focusing on ways individual fishes utilize propulsors in gaits a second level also
applies to individuals but considers simple behaviours that expand the locomotor repertoire by choosing how when and where to swim
for this we developed the r package kinematics allowing for the rapid and reproducible analysis of the swimming behaviour speed
acceleration thigmotaxis curvature and startle response of g pulex as well as any other organism changes in the swimming behaviour
of the freshwater rotifer brachionus calyciflorus analysed using an automated tracking system were used as sublethal indicators of
toxic stress three swimming criteria were measured speed sinuosity and the periods of swimming and the influence of three
chemicals copper pentachlorophenol pcp and γ abstract swimming behavior of chinook salmon oncorhynchus tshawytscha smolts affects
transit time route selection and survival in complex aquatic ecosystems we found that daphnia clones including those within a
single species exhibit a wide range of swimming behaviors as measured by swimming speed the individual behavior of a species
cannot be adequately described by looking at one clone to gain insight into the swimming behaviour and performance of benthic
fishes we conducted both highly controlled laboratory experiments in a swim tunnel and experiments in a semi natural setting a
vertical slot pass model which represents a more realistic upstream dispersal setting introduction fish swim by generating waves
of muscle activation that pass down the body toward the tail such activation produces travelling waves of lateral curvature which
develop forward thrust from the surrounding water citations metrics licensing reprints permissions view pdf view epub this study
examined the swimming competence of primary school children and how it was related to swimming activity non fatal aquatic events
and demographic factors cyclical swimming behaviour of the cercariae of the digenetic trema tode proterometra macrostoma involves
a highly regular alternating swim sink sequence during periods of swimming the cercariae are propelled upward through the water by
alternating lateral contractions of the tail specifically we discuss swim initiation maintenance and termination isolated nervous
system preparations neural circuitry central oscillators intersegmental coupling phase lags cycle periods and sensory feedback 27
scopus citations overview fingerprint abstract daphnia swimming behaviour is controlled by a variety of external factors including
light presence of food and predators temperature represents a key driver in the dynamics of daphnia populations as well as on
their motion in winter post smolts of atlantic salmon salmo salar exposed to continuous additional light of different intensities
ll in 14 m deep sea cages maintained a constant swimming speed in circular polarized schools with maximum fish density in the
warmest water layers at 11 m depth
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swimming behavior indicates stress and adaptations to exercise May 18 2024 based on the analyses of swimming behavior in 45 mice
during long term exercise training we found that swimming behavior varies among mice which characteristics and adaptations
indicate long term exercise induced cardiovascular adaptations
swimming behavior an overview sciencedirect topics Apr 17 2024 swimming behavior swimming behavior refers to the movement patterns
exhibited by organisms such as fish larvae in water it includes various behaviors such as slow swimming for searching food
sustained swimming for cruising and burst swimming for escaping predators from encyclopedia of ocean sciences second edition 2001
frontiers swimming behavior indicates stress and Mar 16 2024 based on the analyses of swimming behavior in 45 mice during long
term exercise training we found that swimming behavior varies among mice which characteristics and adaptations indicate long term
exercise induced cardiovascular adaptations
the effect of water temperature on routine swimming behaviour Feb 15 2024 to understand how temperature may impact juvenile
survival and gain insight into their success as an invasive species we researched the effect of acute temperature changes on the
routine swimming behaviour of juvenile guppies
among individual variation in the swimming behaviour of the Jan 14 2024 to determine to what degree sex and size explain the
underlying among individual variability in swimming behaviour of g pulex we explored the single and interaction effects of sex and
size on the different swimming behavioural endpoints
basic swimming skills livestrong Dec 13 2023 1 breathing properly often overlooked among swimming skills is the ability to time
your breaths with your strokes when learning to breathe while swimming beginners tend to lift their heads above the water when
they run out of air and gasp for more but breaking your rhythm while swimming slows you down and tires you out
movements and swimming behaviour of white sharks Nov 12 2023 one of the archival tagged sharks showed separate periods of distinct
swimming behaviour as it moved into different habitats and travelled between them the changes in swimming behaviour were abrupt
and suggested rapid switching of hunting strategies for different prey types in these habitats
action sequencing in the spontaneous swimming behavior of Oct 11 2023 using the relatively simple locomotion pattern of 10 days
old zebrafish larvae we have here characterized the basic organizational principles governing the swimming behavior
fish swimming behaviour predictions from physical principles Sep 10 2023 the first is basic swimming behaviours focusing on ways
individual fishes utilize propulsors in gaits a second level also applies to individuals but considers simple behaviours that
expand the locomotor repertoire by choosing how when and where to swim
among individual variation in the swimming behaviour of the Aug 09 2023 for this we developed the r package kinematics allowing
for the rapid and reproducible analysis of the swimming behaviour speed acceleration thigmotaxis curvature and startle response of
g pulex as well as any other organism
the swimming behaviour of brachionus calyciflorus rotifer Jul 08 2023 changes in the swimming behaviour of the freshwater rotifer
brachionus calyciflorus analysed using an automated tracking system were used as sublethal indicators of toxic stress three
swimming criteria were measured speed sinuosity and the periods of swimming and the influence of three chemicals copper
pentachlorophenol pcp and γ
swimming behavior of emigrating chinook salmon smolts pmc Jun 07 2023 abstract swimming behavior of chinook salmon oncorhynchus
tshawytscha smolts affects transit time route selection and survival in complex aquatic ecosystems
swimming behavior of daphnia its role in determining May 06 2023 we found that daphnia clones including those within a single
species exhibit a wide range of swimming behaviors as measured by swimming speed the individual behavior of a species cannot be
adequately described by looking at one clone
comparative swimming performance and behaviour of three Apr 05 2023 to gain insight into the swimming behaviour and performance of
benthic fishes we conducted both highly controlled laboratory experiments in a swim tunnel and experiments in a semi natural
setting a vertical slot pass model which represents a more realistic upstream dispersal setting
strategies for swimming explorations of the behaviour of a Mar 04 2023 introduction fish swim by generating waves of muscle
activation that pass down the body toward the tail such activation produces travelling waves of lateral curvature which develop
forward thrust from the surrounding water
full article descriptive epidemiology and correlates of Feb 03 2023 citations metrics licensing reprints permissions view pdf view
epub this study examined the swimming competence of primary school children and how it was related to swimming activity non fatal
aquatic events and demographic factors
behavioural and physiological aspects of swimming in Jan 02 2023 cyclical swimming behaviour of the cercariae of the digenetic
trema tode proterometra macrostoma involves a highly regular alternating swim sink sequence during periods of swimming the
cercariae are propelled upward through the water by alternating lateral contractions of the tail
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neuronal control of swimming behavior comparison of pubmed Dec 01 2022 specifically we discuss swim initiation maintenance and
termination isolated nervous system preparations neural circuitry central oscillators intersegmental coupling phase lags cycle
periods and sensory feedback
seasonal adaptations of daphnia pulicaria swimming behaviour Oct 31 2022 27 scopus citations overview fingerprint abstract daphnia
swimming behaviour is controlled by a variety of external factors including light presence of food and predators temperature
represents a key driver in the dynamics of daphnia populations as well as on their motion
journal of fish biology wiley online library Sep 29 2022 in winter post smolts of atlantic salmon salmo salar exposed to
continuous additional light of different intensities ll in 14 m deep sea cages maintained a constant swimming speed in circular
polarized schools with maximum fish density in the warmest water layers at 11 m depth
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